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I would like to start
off by giving thanks to the
members of the church for the
support they show our student
ministry. As always the time I
spend with the students is a
blessing. A special thank you
to the parents of those students for having them come
and be a part of the various
activities we have with the
ministry such as camp, Bible
study, movie nights, and general nights of fellowship. We
have also seen some growth
in our student ministry. Friends
have been coming and visiting
and it is awesome to see our
students inviting their friends
to come be apart of the fun
and to hear God’s word.
Coming out of the
summer break we had a blast
hanging out at Main Event for
our Back to School Bash. We
have also enjoyed movie
night at the pastor’s house
with another one in the works
taking place at Kelley and I’s
house.
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We have just finished walking through the
book of Esther on Sunday
nights and are planning on the
night of September 14 to capstone that study with us watching the movie Esther.
On Sunday nights I
have started a series on the
ten commandments where we
will be looking at each commandment in depth. We have
just finished the first commandment and there is still time to
come and join us. After all
there still are nine more.
Lastly, I would like to let the
church know that I am currently working on a Facebook
page for Calvary’s Student
Ministry and hope to have it
up and running soon. With this
page parents, students, and
church members can be kept
up to date on what is going on
in the student ministry. Until
this is up and running anyone
wanting more information can
feel free to email me at bpatrick1979@gmail.com or just
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reach out to me in person.
I would like to close
with a verse from Scripture for
our students, “Let no one despise you for your youth, but
set the believers an example
in speech, in conduct, in love,
in faith, in purity.” (1 Timothy
4:12) Be that positive influence to in act change for the
greatness of Christ.

Brian
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This month we welcome Morgan & Matthew Lary to our
church family. They each accepted Christ as their Lord
& Savior while at youth camp in Glorieta , NM earlier
this year. They are the great niece & nephew of David
& Trisha Beaudin.
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Happy Birthday

Ethan Moore
Brian Rains
Drake Grant
Debra West
Tutts Harrison
Penny Secrest
Casey Hollis
Jennifer Blythe

We are open Thursdays from 102 and our phone number is 940-372
-4672. We are located at 1316
Clements in the Southside Baptist
Church daycare building at the back
of the church. We assist with a variety of help, but we also have people there to counsel with them and to
try to encourage them and help
them find a local church to be involved in.
If you know of anyone that could
benefit from our services please
send them our way.
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Happy Anniversary
Ryan & Kayla Kremling
Sept 19 5 years
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Our love and sympathy to Debra
Reed and Zelma Proa in the loss of
Cody Proa, Debra’s son and
Zelma’s Dad.

